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Congratulations, you have taken the first step towards a 

dermatologist-grade skincare regimen that is fast, easy, and          

e�ective.

Triple Action System

Use the powerful Vacuum Suction Motor, natural Diamond Tip, and 

Blackhead Extraction Tip to get professional results at home.

Get ready for the skin you’ve always dreamed of, using the safe and 

e�ective MicrodermMD, you can now: Improve skin tone and     

texture smooth the appearance of fine lines. Reduce the                 

appearance of age spots or sun damage. Have younger, more      

radiant looking skin. This dermatologist   recommended treatment 

is the skin maintenance tool you need to keep your skin looking 

young and refreshed.

Read on for the simple instructions on how to use your new         

MicrodermMD device.



MICRODERM MD DEVICE OVERVIEW
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PRECAUTIONS
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 1. Do not touch the power outlet or adaptor plug with wet hands

 2. Do not disassemble the MicrodermMD for any reason, contact  

  us if you need assistance

 3. Keep the custom MicrodermMD black wool filter in at all times  

  to prevent foreign substances from entering the suction motor

 4. Do not drop the device or cause any high impact as it may   

  damage the frame or motor

 5. Be careful not to excessively press the Diamond Tip to your skin  

  during usage, start with one or two passes and increase usage  

  over time

 6. Do not use the diamond tip around the eye area, any areas that  

  contain inflammatory acne, or any areas that have skin rashes  

  or wounds

 7. Soothe your skin by washing with cold water and apply a light  

  moisturizer after each treatment

 8. Stop using the device immediately if you develop any abnormal  

  reactions such as itching or bothersome inflammation

 9. Make sure to apply sunblock after treatments if you will be   

  exposed to the sun

 10.Do not use the MicrodermMD device for commercial purposes,  

  it is intended for personal use at home

CLEANING BRUSH BLACK WOOL
FILTERS

POWER ADAPTOR

BLACKHEAD
EXTRACTION TIP



• What’s included: MicrodermMD unit, Diamond Tip,

 Blackhead Extraction Tip, cleaning brush, 100 pack of

 custom MicrodermMD wool filters, instruction manual,

 power adaptor

• Specification: 300 X 230 x 75

• Weight: 1.3 kg/unit

• Input power: AC Single Phase 100-220V

• Frequency: 60 Hz

• Power consumption: 13 Watts

SPECIFICATIONS PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
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Do NOT use the MicrodermMD without first consulting a skincare 

professional if you have any of the following pre-existing            

conditions:

Lesions, warts, or recent herpes outbreak

Sunburn or sun sores

Active rosacea

Auto-immune disorders

Skin cancer

Vascular lesions

Any open wounds, sores, or cuts

Taking oral blood thinners (anti-coagulants)
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Step 5.

Treat areas such as the face, neck, chest, arms, hands, feet, or any 

other body area 2-3 times per week using this method. You can 

increase the Suction Level over time to Suction Level 5 as long as 

you are within your    comfort level.

Step 6.

On days that you have NOT used the Diamond Tip to treat an area, 

you may instead use the Blackhead Extraction Tip. This tip creates 

a very powerful suction that extracts the oil, sebum, and buildup 

inside the pores. It can be used on any area of the body, and is 

especially useful on the top and sides of the nose. 

HOW TO USE

Step 1.

Plug the power adaptor into the back of the MicrodermMD unit, 

then plug the adaptor into the wall. The red light above the “Power” 

button should now light up.

Step 2.

Press the “Start/Stop” button to start the suction motor. The default 

setting is Suction Level 1. We recommend starting with  Suction 

Level 1 or 2 for the first few uses to allow your skin to get accus-

tomed to the microdermabrasion treatment.

Step 3.

With the suction motor running, place the diamond tip against the 

area to be treated. It can help to pull the skin tight with your free 

hand, especially in hard to treat areas like the nose. The diamond 

tip must be FLAT against the skin for proper suction to take place.

Step 4.

Stroke the diamond tip against the skin with smooth, even motions, 

making sure not to stroke more than 3 times in any given area. 



EXAMPLE TREATMENT PROTOCOL FOR FACE SKIN CARE AFTER TREATMENT
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1. Cheeks (Level III)

 a. Move the diamond tip a short distance outward from  the nose  

  towards the sides of the cheeks

 b. Move the diamond tip in a downward motion towards the lips

 2. Around the mouth (Level II)

 a. Move the diamond tip downward over the upper lip  and         

  outward around the lips

 b. Cover the chin area in downward strokes and around the lower  

  lip region

 3. Around the eyes (Level I)

 a. Lightly move the tip around the eye region with outward   

  strokes only

 b. Move the tip along the ends of both eyebrows

 4. Forehead (Level IV)

 a. Move up the center of the forehead and outwards to wards the  

  temples

 b. Use up and down motions along the width of the forehead

 5. Around the nose (Level IV)

 a. Move down along the ridge of the nose, making sure to        

  maintain suction at all times

 b. Move the tip sideways across each side of the nose

You may experience some redness and sensitive skin after your 

treatments, this is completely normal. This will usually subside 

within a few hours, and will vary greatly from person to person. You 

can lower the Suction Level or the amount of weekly treatments to 

suit your own comfort level. Microdermabrasion is a gradual    

treatment process that will continue to improve the appearance 

and health over your skin for years.

Step 1. Wash your face with cold water to remove dead skin cells 

and debris. 

Step 2. Apply moisturizer or sunblock after each treatment.

Step 3. Make sure to remove the black wool filter and replace it with 

a new one after each treatment.

The Diamond Tip that comes with your MicrodermMD unit is made 

of real diamond powder, making it very durable. The Diamond Tip 

is built to last at least 1 year with normal usage, however, it will need 

to be cleaned with an Ultrasonic Cleaner every few months. You 

can purchase an Ultrasonic Cleaner very inexpensively online, 

please contact us for details. Also, many jewelry stores will do the 

cleaning at no charge or for a small fee. We highly recommend this 

cleaning as it will keep the Diamond Tip in new condition. 



CARING FOR THE DEVICE TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS
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• Keep the device away from water and humidity

• Be careful to prevent foreign substances from entering the   

  motor by keeping a black wool filter in at all times

• Clean the diamond tip with an Ultrasonic Cleaner every few   

  months

• Replace the black wool filter after every treatment

• Be sure to unplug the power cord when the MicrodermMD is   

  not in use

Issue: MicrodermMD does not turn on

Solution: Make sure the power adaptor is plugged in securely at the 

back of the unit, and plugged into the wall power outlet. Check to 

see if the light is on above the “Power” button. If the light does not 

come on, please contact us for a replacement power adaptor.

Issue: MicrodermMD has lost suction power

Solution: Check the Diamond Tip closely for any hairline cracks, 

punctures, or spaces that would cause a loss of suction. Remove 

the Diamond Tip and ensure that both rubber O-rings are in place. 

If either problem exists, contact us for a replacement Diamond Tip 

or new O-rings.

Issue: Diamond Tip is no longer coarse enough

Solution: The Diamond Tip will accumulate skin cells in between 

the diamond grains over time, making the tip feel smoother and 

less e�ective at exfoliating the skin. We recommend using an        

Ultrasonic Cleaner to remove the skin cells every few months. You 

can purchase an Ultrasonic Cleaner for use at home, or take the 

diamond tip to a jewelry store for professional cleaning. This will 

take the Diamond Tip back to new condition.



SATISFACTION GUARANTEE WARRANTY
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Trophy Skin is committed to 100% Customer Satisfaction,              

and unlike most companies, we put our money where our mouth 

is. If for any reason you are unsatisfied with the results of your 

MicrodermMD device, you may initiate the return process by   

sending an email to service@trophyskin.com within 30 days of 

receiving your device. The following terms will apply to be eligible 

for our full, “no questions asked” refund policy:

• MicrodermMD device is in new condition

•  Device must be shipped back, at your cost, using the shipping 

  method of your choice, as long as a tracking number is           

  provided

• MicrodermMD must be returned in the original box, with all  

  included accessories, power supply, and original packing

  materials

Your MicrodermMD device is warranted to be free from defect in 

material and workmanship for a period of three years under normal 

use after its original purchase date. This warranty extends only to 

the original retail purchaser and only when purchased through the 

Trophy Skin website or approved 3rd party a�liated sites.

If your MicrodermMD device should become defective during the 

warranty period, contact Trophy Skin via email at 

service@trophyskin.com for repair or replacement. We reserve the 

right to replace a defective product with the most comparable 

product currently available. We will work with you to ensure that 

you are taken care of to the best of our ability, our first priority is to 

make sure you have a working device that you can use.

If you have any warranty issues, claims, or questions, please give us 

a call at 469-893-0710 and we will resolve the issue for you 

promptly.



DISCLAIMER MEDICAL TREATMENT OR DIAGNOSIS DISCLAIMER:
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Trophy Skin Is Not Engaged in the Practice of Medicine

Trophy Skin expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any 

consequences, directly or indirectly, related to any use, misuse or 

interpretation of the web site or any other information provided or 

omitted in     connection therewith and you agree to indemnify, 

defend and hold Trophy Skin harmless therefrom. Trophy Skin shall 

not be deemed to be engaged in the corporate practice of       

medicine as a consequence of selling the MicrodermMD. In           

addition, I specifically agree to with the following statements:

• I understand the MicrodermMD is a cosmetic treatment and that  

  no medical claims are expressed or implied.

• I understand that to achieve maximum and continued results the  

  protocol  recommended by Trophy Skin should be followed.

• I understand there are no guarantees implied as to the results of  

  MicrodermMD  treatment, due to many variables, such as: age,  

  skin type, skin condition, sun  damage, smoking, alcohol,             

  environmental exposures, etc. I understand that I may or may not  

  actually see demonstrable visible results, that each case is             

  individual.

• I understand that I will not be allowed to have treatments during  

  any pregnancy.

Nothing contained in www.trophyskin.com is intended to be              

instructional for medical diagnosis or treatment. The information  

presented by www.trophyskin.com  and/or Trophy Skin should NOT 

be considered complete, nor should it or take the place of a  consul-

tation with a physician or competent healthcare professional for 

medical diagnosis and/or treatment, but is provided as information 

only.

Information obtained on this site related to anti-aging treatment is 

NOT meant to be exhaustive and obviously can not cover all situations 

and conditions. Again, we urge you to seek consultation or advice of 

your physician or other qualified health care provider promptly with 

any health care related questions. You should never disregard medical 

advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read on 

this web site or others.

The information contained in www.trophyskin.com is compiled from 

a variety of information providers. The web site www.trophyskin.com 

does not directly or indirectly practice medicine or dispense medical 

services.




